Be Prepared BEFORE a
Tsunami Strikes:


Know the tsunami history and
flooding elevation of the area
where you live, work, or visit.



Learn the location of the nearest
tsunami shelter or safe area.



Learn the safe route to shelter.



Have a family emergency plan.



Have a portable disaster supply kit
with three days supply of food and
water. Keep the kit in a location
you can access quickly.

Ketchikan Area
Tsunami
Preparedness
Information

For more information about tsunamis:
www.tsunami.gov
Or contact the:

Greater Ketchikan Area LEPC
Abner Hoage, Emergency Manager
70 Bawden St.
Ketchikan, AK 99901
Phone: 907-225-9616
Fax: 907-225-9613
E-mail: lepc.gka@gmail.com
Funded by grant #: 15LEPC-GR35602

Don’t Wait
Around
Get to Higher
Ground!
Greater Ketchikan Area LEPC
Safety in Knowledge!

Evacuation route and shelter maps online at—http://sites.google.com/site/greaterketchikanarealepc/

Who is at risk for a tsunami?

During a Tsunami Watch:

Any resident, visitor, business, or facility on
any beach or coastline in any coastal
community.



What are the warning signs of a
tsunami?








A strong earthquake, felt in a coastal
area, that causes difficulty standing or
lasts longer than 20 seconds.
A noticeable rapid rise or fall in coastal
waters.
A loud roaring sound coming from the
ocean.

What should I do when a tsunami
may happen?
In the case of a strong earthquake lasting
longer than 20 seconds or that knocks you to
the ground:


Drop, Cover, and Hold On. To protect
yourself during the earthquake.



Once the earthquake ends. Don’t Wait
Around Get to Higher Ground!





Be prepared for aftershocks, which
happen frequently after earthquakes.
Each time the earth shakes, drop, cover,
and hold on.
Move to your designated safe location or
as far inland and uphill as possible

Monitor your NOAA Weather Radio, local
TV, or radio station for updated
information.
Locate loved-ones and review evacuation
plans. Be ready to move quickly if a
tsunami warning is issued.

During a Tsunami Advisory:
Because of the threat of a potential tsunami
that may produce strong currents or waves
dangerous to those in or near the water, local
officials may close beaches, evacuate harbors
and marinas, and ask ships to reposition to
deep water.


Follow the directions of local emergency
officials

During a Tsunami Warning:
If you hear a tsunami warning siren, detect
signs of a tsunami, or hear about a tsunami
warning on the radio or TV:

How will the public be notified of
a possible tsunami and who will
order a tsunami evacuation?
The National Tsunami Warning Center
(NTWC) in Palmer, AK monitors oceans
through a network of buoys and scientific
instruments. When the instruments
detect a major earthquake and the
potential for a tsunami to occur, the
NTWC will issue a tsunami watch,
advisory, or warning as appropriate. Then
notify local authorities and broadcast the
message on:


NOAA Weather Radio;



Emergency Alert System; and



Marine 16 (via US Coast Guard)

What should I do after a
tsunami?
A tsunami is a series of waves that may
continue for hours. Do not assume that
after one wave the danger is over.


Return home only after local
officials tell you it is safe.



Stay away from damaged areas so
emergency responders can have
full access.



Stay out of buildings with water
around them



Be careful reentering buildings or
homes. Tsunami-driven floodwater
may have damaged buildings.

Local authorities will order evacuation of
low-lying areas if necessary. The Greater
Ketchikan Area has multiple methods for
communicating tsunami evacuation
orders to the public including:



Don’t Wait Around Get to Higher Ground!



Ask neighbors who may need help leaving
to come with you and offer assistance.



All Hazard Warning Sirens;





Reverse 911 messages;

Bring pets with you to keep them safe.





Flash Alert messages; and

Take your disaster supplies kit. Having
supplies will make you more comfortable.





Time permitting door-to-door or
vehicle PA notifications

Move to higher ground as far inland as
possible. Watching a tsunami near the
shore is dangerous, and it is against the
law to remain in an evacuated area.



Keep listening to NOAA Weather Radio,
local TV, or radio station for the latest
updates.

In the case of a strong local earthquake
that generates a tsunami officials may not
have time to activate all of these warning
methods to notify the public. In this case
recognizing the potential for a tsunami
and what to do could save your life and
the lives of the people you care about.
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